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The class of microbalanced motion stimuli is thought to contain no systematic directional biases in 
motion energy. The fact that we can see motion in such stimuli implies that models of human motion 
perception based on Fourier decomposition eed to be revised. The validity of one widely studied 
class of microbalanced stimuli, contrast modulated noise, has recently been questioned. It has been 
proposed that stochastic local biases in the noise carrier give rise to luminance artifacts detectable 
by a Fourier energy mechanism. However, in this study we show that the response of a motion 
energy system to contrast modulated noise shows no directional bias over a number of carrier 
configurations. We conclude that this class of stimuli remains an important tool for researchers 
wishing to study non-Fourier motion. © 1997 Elsevier Science Ltd 
First-order Second-order Contrast modulated noise Microbalanced Energy model 
Microbalanced stimuli were initially described by Chubb 
and Sperling (1988). The most common examples of 
stimuli of this type are contrast modulations of binary 
noise (see Figs 1 and 2). These are often termed second- 
order, as they involve motion defined by second-order 
statistics of the image (Cavanagh & Mather, 1989). A 
stimulus may be termed microbalanced if the result of 
windowing that stimulus with any space-time separable 
function is drift-balanced. Chubb and Sperling (1988) 
define a stimulus as drift-balanced if its expected power 
within the frequency domain is symmetric with respect to 
temporal frequency. It is for this reason that the motion 
elicited by these stimuli has been termed non-Fourier. 
A number of influential models (Adelson & Bergen, 
1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1983; van Santen & Sperling, 
1984) are seen to extract motion by locally detecting the 
orientations of Fourier energy present in the signal 
(Adelson & Bergen, 1985, 1986). These models detect 
first-order motion as they operate on modulations of 
luminance, a first-order characteristic. The existence of 
non-Fourier motion implies that either the principle of 
deriving motion from Fourier components is incorrect, or 
some additional non-Fourier mechanism exists. Because 
microbalanced stimuli have such a strong bearing on 
models of human motion processing, they have elicited a 
great deal of research. The most convenient s imulus of 
this type has proved to be contrast modulated noise. 
It has recently been claimed that the detection of 
motion of contrast modulations of noise, particularly 
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those of static noise, may simply reflect he detection of 
first-order motion from luminance artifacts. Smith & 
Ledgeway (1997) make the point that there may well be 
biases in the ratio of light to dark pixels over a given area. 
They make the seemingly reasonable assumption that in 
areas where light or dark pixels predominate, there will 
be some degree of luminance modulation (see Fig. 1). 
This latter point can be exemplified by taking the idea to 
its extreme. Within a given area there is obviously some 
finite chance that all of the noise pixels will be either light 
or dark. If this does occur then, within that area, the 
stimulus will effectively be luminance defined rather than 
contrast defined. If this is the case, then standard motion 
energy analysis will serve to extract motion in this region 
of the stimulus. 
These stimuli may, therefore, be seen as consisting of 
areas which can vary on a continuum between regions 
where there are equal numbers of light and dark pixels, 
and regions in which pixels of one type dominate. At one 
end of the spectrum we have the contrast defined ideal 
where no luminance defined motion is present. At the 
other end of the spectrum we have the likelihood of 
contamination by luminance modulation. In a given 
spatio-temporal window the probability of significant 
deviation from equal numbers of light and dark pixels is 
increased if the number of pixels within that window is 
decreased. Therefore, by increasing the size of the pixels 
or decreasing the dimensionality of the noise (i.e. from 
dynamic to static noise), we should increase the proba- 
bility of contamination by luminance artifacts. If this 
analysis is correct hen contrast modulated static noise 
may be particularly unsuitable for use in experiments on 
second-order motion. This would also mean that a portion 
of the literature on the subject needs to be re-evaluated. 
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FIGURE 1. SpatJ~al cross-sections from some contrast modulated noise stimuli. The figure at the top centre of each graph shows 
the probability of a bright pixel occurring in the underlying noise carrier. As the probability increases, the stimulus becomes 
increasingly luminance defined rather than contrast defined. 
In this study we examined whether luminance artifacts 
could bias the detect:ion of motion by a Fourier energy 
system. We applied a standard energy model to instan- 
tiations of contrast m,adulated noise stimuli and examined 
the response of the naodel to these stimuli. Our energy 
model utilized two quadrature pairs of space-time 
oriented Gabor filters. The two pairs were tuned to the 
same absolute spatial and temporal frequencies but 
responded maximally to motion in opposite directions 
to one another. We squared and added the outputs within 
each quadrature pah to gain a directionally sensitive 
phase invariant measure of local motion energy. By 
taking the difference between the phase invariant outputs 
we extracted a local ineasure of opponent motion energy 
(see Adelson & Bergen, 1985). 
We applied the model to stimuli consisting of contrast 
modulated binary random noise. Our input images were 
480 pixels square. ~o as to maximise any potential 
detection of motion energy, the spatial and temporal 
frequencies comprising the modulant in the stimulus 
were identical to those of the sine waves making up the 
Gabor filters of the model. For both spatial and temporal 
frequencies this was set to 10 cycles per image, giving a 
wavelength of 48 pixels. Each output image consisted of 
measures of opponent energy at 2782 locations. We tested 
the model over a range of noise element sizes (1, 2, 3, 4, 
6, 8 and 12 pixels) with both static and dynamic noise 
carriers. The noise size represents he spatial width of the 
noise. The temporal extent of the dynamic noise was 1 
pixel. 
Examples of some :input images, and the output of the 
model in response to them, are shown in Fig. 2. It is clear 
that these stimuli do produce a response in the motion 
energy model. It is .'dso clear that both forwards and 
reversed motion are detected in contrast modulations of 
both static and dynamic noise. Figure 3 shows a section 
of input image containing areas that elicit forward motion 
and areas that elicit reversed motion. We can see that he 
reversed motion occurs in regions where one finds 
reversals in the sign of the carrier. Figure 3 shows how 
a space-time oriented filter applied to these areas of the 
image will preferentially signal reversed motion. It is not 
clear from the individual raw output images whether 
forwards or reversed motion might be dominant. 
We applied the model to 100 instantiations of each 
input image. For every instantiation the noise carder was 
freshly generated. For each output field we extracted the 
sum of the responses and the sum of the squares of the 
responses. This allows us to calculate the mean and 
standard eviation collapsed over both area and instan- 
tiations. In other words, we can calculate the mean and 
standard eviation of responses gathered from 100 output 
fields, each of which contain 2782 responses. Each mean 
and standard eviation is therefore drawn from approxi- 
mately 7.75 million measures of opponent energy. These 
data are plotted in Fig. 4. It is clear that there is no 
apparent overall directional bias in the measures of 
opponent energy. Increases in noise element size lead to 
increases in the standard eviation of the response. The 
relationship appears quasilinear. Standard deviations 
obtained in response to static noise carriers are greater 
that hose obtained in response to dynamic noise carriers. 
Additional simulations, in which the spatial frequency 
tuning of the energy model was varied, also failed to 
reveal any systematic directional biases. 
Our data show that both increasing noise size, and the 
use of static rather than dynamic noise carders, increase 
the likelihood of luminance artifacts occurring. What the 
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FIGURE 2. Space-time plots showing the output of an energy model applied to contrast modulated noise stimuli with (a) 
dynamic noise carrier, noise lement size of 2 pixels; (b) dynamic noise cartier, noise lement size of 6 pixels; (c) static noise 
carder, noise element size of 2 pixels; and (d) static noise carrier, noise lement size of 6 pixels. Input is shown on the left, 
output on the right. In the output images, areas lighter than the grey border indicate leftwards motion, areas darker than the 
border indicate rightwards/reversed motion. 
data also show is that the probability of these artifacts 
signalling motion is directionally balanced. In other 
words, for any single instantiation of a contrast modu- 
lated binary noise stimulus, there can be no a priori 
expectation of motion direction in terms of local 
measures of motion energy. If motion in these stimuli 
is consistently perceived in a certain direction, then this 
must be due to the operation of some process other than 
motion energy extraction. 
Smith and Ledgeway (1997) examined orientation and 
direction discrimination thresholds for contrast modula- 
tions of binary noise. With dynamic noise carders, 
direction discrimination was considerably worse than 
orientation discrimination. When static carriers were 
utilized, this difference was far less pronounced. Smith 
and Ledgeway suggested that the raised threshold for 
direction discrimination characterized the operation of a 
second-order system. They argued that this characteristic 
was not elicited by modulations of static noise because 
the motion in these could be detected by a first-order 
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FIGURE 3. Space-time plots showing a section of input image and its associated output. The left-hand side of the input image 
signals leftwards motion and the right-hand side of the image signals rightwards motion. The oriented oval fields indicate how 
space-time oriented receptive fields might be applied to the image. The output response increases as the difference in mean 
luminance between the adjacent lobes increases. For maximum response, the fields in the right-hand side of the input image 
must be oriented such that they signal motion in a direction opposite to that of modulant translation. 
system. Our results have shown that this assertion cannot 
be sustained. Unless one is to suppose that separate 
second-order mechanisms exist for the detection of  
modulations of  static and dynamic carriers, the pattern 
of  results must be explained without recourse to an extra 
mechanism. 
One possible explanation may lie in the differences 
between the first-order components of  the two types of  
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FIGURE 4. Graphs howing means and associated standard eviations of responses of an energy model to contrast modulated 
noise stimuli (see text for details). The y axes are scaled by the response oftbe energy model to a translating sine wave grating of 
the same spatial and temporal frequency as the modulant in the contrast modulated stimuli. This sine wave had the same 
maximum and minimum values as the contrast modulated stimuli. Note the change of scale between the two graphs. The dotted 
lines are regression lines for the standard eviations; correlation coefficients are as follows: dynamic noise, r 2 = 0.989; static 
noise, r 2 = 0.995. 
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FIGURE 5. Averaged Fourier spectra of 100 instantiations of a contrast modulated static noise stimulus (top) and 100 
instantiations of a contrast modulated dynamic noise stimulus (bottom). The spatial and temporal frequencies of the modulants 
were set to 16 cycles per image. The noise width was set to an eighth of a cycle. 
motion pattern. Figure :5 shows mean Fourier spectra for 
contrast modulations of static and dynamic noise. These 
were created by averaging the Fourier spectra of 100 
instantiations of each stimulus type. The energy compo- 
nents that carry motion direction information are those 
that do not lie on the lines in the spectra representing a 
temporal frequency of zero or a spatial frequency of zero. 
In the case of the dynamic noise carrier it is clear that a 
far greater proportion of the energy present in the image 
carries motion direction information than in the case of 
the static carrier (in fact 98.8% compared with 49.7%). 
Modulations of dynamic noise therefore contain a higher 
proportion of what might be termed "motion direction 
noise" than modulations of static carriers. It seems 
reasonable to suggest that increased motion direction 
noise may cause increased thresholds in a direction 
discrimination task but may not necessarily affect 
performance on an orientation discrimination task. The 
differences in performance between contrast modulations 
of static and dynamic noise may therefore reflect an 
interaction between the nature of the tasks and the nature 
of the stimuli, rather than the operation of two separate 
systems. 
In conclusion, our simulations support the analysis 
offered by Chubb and Speding (1988). We offer an 
analysis of results detailed by Smith and Ledgeway 
(1997) without resorting to a dual mechanism approach. 
If  our analysis is correct, then a wider implication of the 
present study is that differences in performance elicited 
by different stimuli do not necessarily indicate the 
operation of two or more separate mechanisms. On a 
practical level, our findings show that contrast modulated 
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noise remains a potent ool with which to examine the 
central issue of whether human motion processing 
proceeds by the extraction of motion from Fourier 
components, and also for examining the characteristics 
of any postulated non-Fourier mechanisms. 
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